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ABSTRACT. Decision making is associated with ranking problems aimed to obtain a set of preference order of solutions. People can make mistakes choosing the best object for investments. Due to high cost of such mistakes, such a choice should be well founded. A major goal of paper is to develop a theoretical basis for creating a decision support system aimed to increase building construction and reconstruction investment efficiency by applying multiattribute decision making approaches and mathematical modelling. To achieve the goal, the following problems have to be solved: to analyse new models currently used in developing investment strategies in building construction and reconstruction, to make a classification of construction investment projects and to describe the stages of determining the efficiency of construction investments, to create a family of multiattribute decision methods to be used in the analysis of investment projects in building construction and reconstruction, to create multiple attribute decision support system based on the multiattribute methods developed for determining the efficiency of construction and reconstruction investment projects.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of construction investment is of paramount importance, because the investments determine the potential of construction and the structure of expenses. The successful performance of the company is also closely associated with the investment policy since the latter embraces the expenses required as well as considerable financial resources. Efficient planning and management of investments have become not only an important but also a complicated problem in the dynamically changing environment.

The calculation of investments is an expensive tool of enterprise management in planning the investments. It can be perceived as the harmonization and evaluation of the models for investment decision – making. Therefore, in calculating investments, beside the methods and models based on the data obtained in the study of income and expenses, the multiple attribute decision support methods assessing the efficiency are applied.

*Evaluation of variants efficiency when there is only one objective function. Static models* (Perridon, Steiner, 1999). Only one period is being analysed while applying a static model. It is a particular period of exploitation that should be considered as an essential period of exploitation, or, in hypothetical terms, it is a medium period. In such a case, all the data from the planned period are received, which characterize the relative medium period.

*Comparative costs calculation* (Huch, 1986; Kilger, 1986; Weber, 1991). Costs are the ob-
jective function of the costs comparison models. Because investments are long-term, the expenditures taken into account are also of long lasting character.

The question arises if it is justified to rely on one objective function or it is possible to ignore relations between other areas of enterprise activities in the process of decision making. Moreover, the problem of static model should be assessed critically (Blohm, Lüder, 1991).

*Comparative Profit Accounting* (Kern, 1976). While performing comparative profit accounting, it is possible to assess both absolute and relative benefits.

*Static Depreciation Deduction* (Perridon, Steiner, 1999; Kern, 1976). The objective function of depreciation deduction is the time of depreciation or recovery of the investment project. For statistical depreciation deduction, the same conclusions are valid as for other statistical methods and models of investment calculation. It should be noted, that summarizing the effects of depreciation, the above calculations should not to be considered the only criterion for investment decision making.

*Dynamic models* (Heinhold, 1997; Nemec et al., 1990). Investment projects are described by instalments and payoffs, which should be paid while realizing the projects in the particular period of time. The assumption is usually related with this, that major influence of alternatives is limited by definite specified instalments and payoffs. Their values can be determined in terms of time intervals. Instalments and payoffs accounting as well as the analysis of dynamic indices in the particular periods is an essential feature differentiating the dynamic models from the statistical ones.

The survey of dynamic models for the evaluation of utility is presented in the diagram below (Figure 1).

It should be noted, that the dynamic evaluation of utility model in comparison with the static model is closer to reality, because, in this case, several periods are analysed. Therefore, even though the application of the dynamic model requires more time, it is more efficient compared with the static model.

Many assumptions exist in the dynamic model (i.e. is the only objective function, exploitation period and data reliability determined, as well as payments adequacy at a certain period of time, the existence of developed capital market, etc.) that are to be checked.

**Evaluation of the efficiency of investment projects with a number of objective functions.** In solving the investment problems, the decision maker (DM) has several aims (Vetschera, 1991; Fandel, 1979). This primarily applies to strategic investment, which is based on the sophisticated systems of evaluation (Riedel, 1989). The utility analysis is a relatively simple decision making technique based

---

**Figure 1. Dynamic models for evaluation of utility**

- General estimated interest rate:
  - Capital value appraisal method (Busse von Colbe, Laßmann, 1990; Bloeh, Götze, *et al.*, 1997),
  - Annuity method (Kern, 1976; ter Horst, 1980),
  - Dynamic depreciation deduction (Schulte, 1986).

- Different interest rates while placing and drawing the capital:
  - Final property value appraisal method;
  - Interest rate fixing method to draw the capital;
  - Method of drawing detailed financial plans.
on simple calculations for solving multicriteria problems (Vetschera, 1991; Fandel, 1979).

One of the possible approaches is based on classification made according to the type of information received from the decision maker (Larichev, Kochin et al., 2002). It includes:

1. Methods based on quantitative measurements. This group consists of widely known methods within multicriteria utility theory (Keeney, Raiffa, 1976; Hwang, Yoon, 1981; Triantaphyllou, 2000) and some new methods.

2. Methods based on initial qualitative assessments, the results of which later take a quantitative form. This group consists of analytic hierarchy method (Saaty, 1994), as well as the methods based on undefined sets (Zadeh, 1978).

3. Methods based on quantitative measurements but using a few indices to compare the alternatives (comparison preference method). This group consists of comparison preference methods (Roy, 1996).

4. Methods based on qualitative data not using a shift to quantitative variables. This group comprises verbal decision analysis (VDA) methods (Larichev, Olson, 2001).

It is possible to use methods from different groups of the classification above to analyze the effectiveness of investment policies. However, one should take into account peculiarities of individual investment problems.

When criteria are mostly quantitative and sufficiently precise, quantitative methods are perfectly applicable. For qualitative criteria one can use Saati scale to represent them quantitatively. However, in this case variability intervals for values of quantitative and qualitative criteria differ enormously. The variety interval for Saati’s nine-interval scale is usually in the range of 600-700%, but quantitative variety intervals for the problems considered are about 10-90%. This often results in the strong influence of minor criteria over the final conclusion. According to the mathematical algorithms for the methods of the first group criteria with wider variety intervals have more influence on the result.

To avoid the difficulties above VDA methods or comparative preference methods (the third group) could be used. Comparative preference methods demonstrate good results, when using threshold systems for criteria description. However, the process is rather complicated and requires a trained specialist. Therefore, the only opportunity we often have is to use the VDA methods.

Though the methods of the second group can also be applied to investment problem analysis, they are high-sensitive to subjectivity in criteria values (e.g., what an expert evaluates as 4, the others can evaluate as 6 and so on). Besides, contradictory answers are possible, which could lead to cycles. At the same time VDA methods have a set of procedures to check DM answers for contradictions.

VDA methods also show good results when uncertainty arises (e.g., imprecise values of criteria or failure to evaluate the importance of criteria).

One of the first VDA methods for choosing the best alternative out of a group of given multicriteria alternatives by pair-wise comparisons was the method PARK (Larichev, Moshkovich, 1997), which was applied to solution of a number of important practical problems (Larichev, Brown, 2000).

However, the method PARK has serious disadvantages:

- It is applicable for a choice out of 3-5 alternatives only, because the method uses pair-wise comparisons of all variants;
- Criteria scales have only verbal estimations;
- The assumptions on possible allowed operations for DM information elicitation were not supported by the results of psychological research.

A major goal of research is to develop a theoretical basis for creating a decision support system aimed to increase building construction and reconstruction investment efficiency by applying multiattribute decision making approaches and mathematical modelling.
2. CLASSIFICATION OF CONSTRUCTION INVESTMENT PROJECTS

According to the methods of investment analysis as well as efficiency criteria, the investment projects can be divided into these subgroups: agricultural buildings, old town buildings, dwelling houses and industrial buildings (Figure 2).

In solving the problem, it is possible to apply the particular methods to any subgroup. Obviously, the assessment criteria for construction investment should also be determined with account of the types of buildings.

Classification of Problems for Determining Construction Investment Efficiency. Construction investment efficiency may be determined by solving a number of problems and applying decision methods (French et al., 1997; Jones, 1990; Brown, 1991). First, the most efficient site for new construction should be selected and the efficiency of the site for the buildings to be repaired should be determined. Then the investment projects have to be analysed by multicriteria methods. According to the project selected, a building is designed on the basis of the effective architectural and constructional decisions made.

It is very important to establish the financing schemes, because very often a final success of investment depends on this stage. In some projects, the method of financing determines the efficiency of the investment project as a whole.

In fact, all the investors consider the problem of project reliability. They discuss the dilemma whether to select the most profitable investment project or the most reliable one. Very often risk factors determine the efficiency of the project.

Classification of Investment Financing Schemes. The main financing schemes may be divided into those relying on the owner's capital, capital of investors' enterprise, loans, leasing, investment subsidy, foreign investments and international investments (Behrens, Hawranek, 1991; Ghasemzadeh, Archer, 2000; Makridakis et al., 1983). Usually, loans are used very effectively for construction investments and can raise the overall efficiency of the investment project. So, are basically considered Mortgage Loans (Friedman, Ordway, 1997; Lumby, 1994), Mortgage Loans with Invariable Interest Rate, Mortgage Loans with Variable Interest Rate, Wrap Mortgage, Real Estate Financing through Instalment Sale, Participation Mortgage Loans, Real Estate Financing while Establishing Joint Ventures (Tarasevich, 2000), Construction Mortgage Loans (Friedman, Ordway, 1997), Land Reclaim Mortgage Loan, Real Estate for Rent Financing, Financing Real Estate through Investors' Consortium, Rural Building Financing (Lunkevichius, Ustinovichius et al., 2001).

3. QUANTITATIVE MULTICRITERIA APPROACH MKDM1

Methods based on a single criterion can hardly be used in solving the problems associ-
ated with sophisticated technological or marketing systems. It is multiple attribute decision system, taking into account major efficiency criteria, that enables the effective methods of solving complicated problems to be developed.

A description of some multiattribute decision methods (MADM) can be found in literature. However, the application of one of these methods is not sufficient. Various methods can be combined, grouped or applied in turn. A set of multiattribute decision methods (multicriteria approach) suggested is given in Figure 3.

First, the applicable variants of technological and economic projects are developed. Then the criteria of efficiency (attributes) to be used in analysing the variants are established. Based on the judgements of experts, the weights of the criteria are determined, and the concordance of expert judgements is checked. If the judgements are in concordance, the efficiency values obtained can be relied upon. To avoid accidental errors, three methods of determining the variant utility function should be used, i.e. similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS), simple additive weighting (SAW) and LINMAP.

Pairwise comparison for determining the weights of the efficiency criteria. Decision making system may help to determine the weights of the attributes developed (Ustinovichius, Jakuchonis, 2000). This may be achieved by pairwise comparison expertise method suggested by T. Saaty (Saaty, 1994).

Pairwise comparison is an advanced method, because experts may compare the attributes in pairs, which is important when the latter are many. Pairwise evaluation may be considered sufficiently reliable only if the judgements of experts are in concordance. Therefore, when statistically processing the data obtained from the experts, the index of concordance should be determined and the causes of discordance identified. Pairwise actions method does not provide for expert judgements concordance analysis, therefore, an expert evaluation method (Zavadskas et al., 1995) supplemented with concordance checking procedure suggested by L. Evlanov may be applied (Evlanov, 1984).

Methods of determining objective and integrated weights of attributes. In various papers, the attributes are subdivided into objective and subjective. The attribute weight is obtained based on privileged data and vector technique (Saaty, 1994), least squares comparison (Chu et al., 1979), Delphi (Hwang, Lin, 1987), LINMAP (Linear Programming Techniques for Multidimensional Analysis of Privileged) (Srinivasan, Shocker, 1973) and various computer – aided mathematical models (Pekelman, Sen, 1974). The latter technique uses mathematical models for obtaining the weight without privileged data, involving entropy approach (Hwang, Yoon, 1981) and multiattribute programming methods (Fan, 1994).

Subjective and objective approaches have a number of advantages and disadvantages. The weights obtained by a subjective approach reflect subjective judgements of a person resulting in ranking of the alternatives of the particular problem. Later they acquire less rigorous values. Objective weights are obtained by mathematical methods based on subjective information. As one can see, no one of the approaches is perfect. It may be suggested that an integrated approach could be most appropriate for determining the weights of the attributes. Currently, a number of papers aimed to combine subjective and objective approaches to solve MADM problems have been published (Cook, Kress, 1994; Liang, Wang, 1994; Yan, Singh, 1994). However, the models considered present some difficulties for application. The authors themselves admit that integrated methods based on subjective and objective information are far from being perfect, as well as requiring further analysis.

Integrated, subjective and objective weights of the attributes. An objective weight of the attribute can be easily obtained by an entropy method. Assume that $S = \{S_1, S_2, ..., S_m\}$ is a discrete set of alternatives. $R = \{R_1, R_2, ..., R_n\}$ – a set of attributes, and
Figure 3. A family of multiattribute decision methods
\[ X = \left[ v_{ij} \right]_{m \times n} \] - a decision matrix, where \( x_{ij} \) is \( R_j \) attribute value of variant \( S_i \) \((i=1, 2, ..., m; j = 1, 2, ..., n)\). For the sake of uniformity of measurement, it is assumed that all the initial weights in the matrix are in the range from 0 to 1.

The value of the objective weights of the attribute is determined by the attribute dominance level. Subjective weight values show the relevance of the attribute to the variants considered. In some cases, \( q_j \) (subjective weight) and \( q_j \) (objective weight) are essentially different, thereby considerably decreasing the accuracy of preference ordering of the variants. This may be accounted for the fact that minor factors can have a great influence on ranking the variants, and vice versa. Therefore, the author suggests that the formula for determining the objective weight of the attribute by entropy approach be interpreted differently in this way:

\[
\frac{q_j}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} q_j} = q_j^* \quad (j = 1, n) \tag{1}
\]

To obtain the integrated weight of attribute \( q_j^* \), a system of equations given below should be solved (Ustinovichius, 2001a):

\[
\begin{align*}
q_1^* (q_1 - q_1) + q_2^* (q_2 - q_2) + q_3^* (q_3 - q_3) + ... + q_n^* (q_n - q_n) + f &= 0 \\
q_1^* (q_2 - q_2) + q_2^* (q_2 - q_2) + q_3^* (q_3 - q_3) + ... + q_n^* (q_n - q_n) + f &= 0 \\
q_1^* (q_3 - q_3) + q_2^* (q_2 - q_2) + q_3^* (q_3 - q_3) + ... + q_n^* (q_n - q_n) + f &= 0 \\
&... \ \\
q_1^* (q_n - q_n) + q_2^* (q_2 - q_2) + q_3^* (q_3 - q_3) + ... + q_n^* (q_n - q_n) + f &= 0 \\
q_1^* + q_2^* + q_3^* + ... + q_n^* &= 1 
\end{align*}
\tag{2}
\]

where: \( f \) is the error coefficient of the system of equations.

Later the weight \( q_j^* \) will be used in multiattribute decision methods such as TOPSIS (Hwang, Yoon, 1981; Arditi, Gunaydin, 1998), SAW (MacCrimmon, 1968), LINMAP (Srinivasan, Shocker, 1973; Hwang, Yoon, 1981), etc.

**Borda, the Copeland and the average weight methods.** The availability of several research methods raises the problem of the proper choice. The question “Which method is most suitable to solve the problem?” is most important, but it is difficult to answer it. It is more difficult to assess the quality of multi-criteria techniques applied to a limited number of variants mathematically described in a discrete way than that of mathematical finite element analysis. Since any of multicriteria methods has its advantages and disadvantages, there is actually no answer to the above question.

In addition, the application of various methods of calculation may yield different results (preference order). A model for assessing multiple criteria techniques is based on the Borda, the Copeland and the average weight methods.

**Multicriteria decision iterative problem.** When the Borda, the Copeland and the average weight methods have been applied to the analysis of variants, the uncertainty may remain on which of the alternatives is the best. The author of the present investigation suggests the multicriteria iterative decision method (Ustinovichius, 2001b) (Figure 4) to be used.

**4. DETERMINING THE EFFICIENCY OF THE INVESTMENT PROJECT AT THE PARTICULAR STAGES**

**The evaluation of siting strategies of commercial buildings.** Siting strategy is very important, especially for commercial buildings. The site for such buildings should be chosen so that it could be used most advantageously. The efficient siting strategy may be described in terms of benefits divided into two groups: 1) general benefits; 2) specific benefits (the site is suitable for a particular commerce).

Making investments in real estate, a system of major attributes should be developed, which could be used as a basis for choosing the site (Figure 5). The comprehensive data on the potential site should be collected. For this purpose, geographical information systems GIS, providing all the necessary geographical
information about the site, should be used. Based on this data, the values and weights of the attribute can be obtained (Environmental Systems Research Institute, 2001; Ustinovichius, Stasjulionis, 2001).

In practice, it is difficult to define the site as ideal as well as being the case when some attributes can be compensated by others or to associate it with a single attribute of efficiency, because any site is unique. Therefore, the above problem can be solved by applying ELECTRE III as one of the most suitable multicriteria techniques based on pairwise comparison of variants, enabling us to learn whether the attributes of the variant allow it to become dominant.

The method referred to as ELECTRE III is a technique of selecting a set of non – dominating alternatives (Vallee, 1994). For this purpose, the weights of attributes used in selecting the site, and a decision matrix should be available (Xiaomin et al., 2001). ELECTRE III is based on the comparison of alternatives with respect to their attributes when they are dichotomized into acceptable and not acceptable categories to obtain attribute weights and ma-
trices \( C(a,b) \) and \( D(a,b) \). This will enable one to obtain the data, by using the elimination algorithm, which will help us to make a decision (Roy, 1996; Rogers, Bruen, 2000).

The initial data should describe the alternatives and their attributes. For example, it is necessary to define thresholds for the variation of quantitative values of attributes, which may be divided into 1) indifference threshold \( q_j(a) \); 2) preference threshold of \( p_j(a) \); 3) veto threshold (VETO) \( v_j(a) \).

Then a solution based on a standard algorithm is used yielding the preference order for siting a commercial building.

**Synthesizing multicriteria decision – making techniques for selecting effective design, technological and organizational variants of buildings.** A major goal of this approach is to combine a number of the alternatives of analyzed construction processes or projects of a building into an integrated building system. In determining the goals and making designs, efforts are made to avoid the potential errors. A comprehensive analysis of design problems associated with the potential construction work, building materials and equipment to be used, as well as the state of construction market and the related quality control problems allow us to save much time, resources and money.

In the present investigation, algorithms of the methods of synthesis for combining several phases of construction processes or projects into a general system are used as one of the effective tools of integrating multicriteria decision methods into decision support systems. In this respect, the analysis of the problems associated with integrating separate structures into a general system, thereby solving the problems of interconnections of different stage alternatives, is a very important area of multicriteria decision making.

Therefore, further can be applied new multicriteria decision synthesis approaches (Šarka, Zavadskas, Ustinovičius, 2000; Šarka, Ustinovičius, Zavadskas, 1999):

- project synthesis based on compromise compensating model (SKK3);
- project synthesis based on the criterion of success (“wins”) (PSS2) of a decision (multicriteria decision synthesis (DSS1);
- project multicriteria decision synthesis based on the average weighted decision success criteria (DSS2).

**The structure of DSS1 model.** A decision project synthesis based on the success of a decision (PSS2) according to DSS1 approach is made in 3 stages, each of which is further subdivided into minor actions. Stage 1 is aimed at the collection of the initial data and developing a database structure (DBS). Stage 2 of DSS1 method includes intermediate decision making. Here, the alternatives left for further consideration at the particular stage are given and a preliminary preference set of alternatives is formed based on similarity to the ideal solution. Stage 3 is aimed at multiple criteria decision synthesis and the formation of the final preference set of the alternatives synthesized.

**Determining the financing strategies.** To determine the strategy of financing, a number of qualitative attributes are considered. On the other hand, both qualitative and quantitative attributes have some disadvantages, being differently interpreted in the particular range of the value (Roubens, 1982). Therefore, in this case, it is hardly correct to apply multicriteria approaches. ELECTRE IV technique seems to be most appropriate of all currently used methods to solve the above problem. Major steps of implementing the above technique to formulating and solving the problem are given below (Vallee, 1994).

**Collection of the initial data in ELECTRE IV technique.** At the first stage, the criteria for efficiency evaluation are formulated and the alternatives are selected.

A set of attributes \( j, \ldots, m \) is formed by a decision maker, for which the preference thresholds will be modelled later. The attribute \( j \) evaluates every action and the related outcome. The action a evaluated by the attribute \( j \) is denoted by \( g_j(a) \). When an attribute \( j \) defines two actions \( a \) and \( b \), then:
\( aPb \iff g_j(a) > g_j(b) \) – \( a \) has a much higher preference order than \( b \) with respect to the attribute \( j \);
\( aIb \iff g_j(a) = g_j(b) \) – \( a \) is indifferent to \( b \) with respect to the attribute \( j \).

The second step involves the formation of a decision matrix. A particular way of describing the attribute was chosen and the preference order defined, providing the following information about the attributes: preference order direction; indifference threshold \( (q_j) \); preference threshold \( (p_j) \); Veto threshold \( (v_j) \).

The thresholds are calculated in four various contexts (Rogers, Bruen, 2000), because

- preference thresholds can be increasing or decreasing,
- they can be either direct (calculated for a worse case) or inverse (calculated for a better case).

Hence, four cases are found:

- Case 1. Increasing preference \( \uparrow \), direct calculation of thresholds \( \rightarrow \)
- Case 2. Decreasing preference \( \downarrow \), direct calculation of thresholds \( \rightarrow \)
- Case 3. Increasing preference \( \uparrow \), inverse calculation of thresholds \( \leftarrow \)
- Case 4. Decreasing preference \( \downarrow \), inverse calculation of thresholds \( \leftarrow \)

Based on the above assumptions, a set of attributes to be used may be described.

**Quantitative attributes.** In determining the efficiency of financing strategies the following quantitative attributes were used: equity ratio, lender’s capital ratio.

**Qualitative attributes.** The evaluation of the following subjective or objective criteria is of particular importance: lender’s risk, decreasing the payment rate, withdrawal contract, subsidized interest, state financing.

Then the standard algorithm is used in the solution, and the preferences of the financial schemes are established, based on the data obtained.

5. **VERBAL ANALYSIS FOR EVALUATING THE EFFICIENCY OF INVESTMENT PROJECTS**

In this chapter a new method of choosing the best alternative of a fuzzy set, free of the above limitations, is offered. It is developed to evaluate the efficiency of construction investment projects to demonstrate the efficiency of the approach. The problem is formalized and a description of the suggested method is provided in terms of decision making techniques.

Method of Comparison of Alternatives (SNOD) based on construction of the scale of Normalized and Ordered Differences (Larichev, Kochin, Ustinovichius, 2003a, b). The assumptions about the DM judgements used in SNOD are the same as those adopted in PARK technique:

1. The DM is able to compare two alternatives for preference ordering based on multiple efficiency criteria analysis.

2. The DM can compare multicriteria alternatives for preference ordering based on only two criteria of efficiency

The DM can compare two alternatives differing by two criteria for ordering if one alternative is more preferable than the other by one criterion.

In addition, an assumption is made that the set of efficiency criteria can be subdivided into independent subsets. In our case, three subsets of criteria based on price, actual existence and the number of potential purchasers are formed. The criteria belonging to a particular set may be both dependent and independent in terms of preference ordering.

Based on the above assumptions, a comparison of two multicriteria alternatives, when the disadvantages of one are proportional to those of another, is made aimed at determining which of the alternatives has fewer disadvantages and more advantages.

**Formal analysis.** Computer – aided analysis of the problem does not provide for the DM participation. In this analysis the weights of
efficiency criteria are assumed to be equal. The analysis is aimed at preparing a set of the questions to be posed to the DM, which would provide:

- the minimum load for the DM and the least number of questions;
- questions of gradually ascending difficulty;
- the highest amount of information received from the DM.

Formal analysis is made at two stages:

Stage 1 is pairwise comparison of the available alternatives. This is a computer – aided analysis based on the following algorithm:

1. The results of the evaluation are normalized for any pair of the alternatives compared:
   a) the mean value is found for the assessments of two alternatives compared in a quantitative scale;
   b) assessments in qualitative scales are converted to scores to obtain the “mean” value.
   c) if the highest value (max) is to be obtained by the criterion, the evaluation outcome is divided by the mean value, while if the least value (min) is to be reached, the mean value is divided by the evaluation value.

2. In this way, the total score of the alternatives is obtained. The alternative with the highest score is the winner.

Stage 2 is also entirely based on computer – aided analysis without the DM participation which is aimed at preparing the questions for getting the DM’s preferences. It consists of the following procedures:

a) the alternative with the largest number of “wins” in pairwise comparison is considered the potentially best alternative (PBA);

b) the alternatives not Pareto dominated with respect to PBA are no longer considered;

c) other pairwise compared alternatives are ordered based on the total scoring difference between PBA and the particular alternative, from the highest to the lowest score.

DM/DSS dialogue. The DM preference is received by pairwise comparison of alternatives, beginning with the pairs where the potentially best alternative DBA is relatively better.

The dialogue can be presented as a series of successive steps:

Step 1 – comparison preparation. At this stage, the DM considers the assessments of two alternatives offered to him/her and answers the following questions:

1. Are there any alternative assessments with slight differences which may be considered practically equal by pairwise comparison?
2. Are there any alternatives which can be eliminated from the set considered, because their quality is unacceptable by the criterion available?

Step 2. Normalization of advantages and disadvantages of the alternative pair. After the first screening stage the assessment results of the remained alternatives are normalized. Then the attributes are arranged in the descending order of PBA advantages in the pair.

Then the DM makes pairwise comparison of PBA advantages and disadvantages with respect to another alternative, stating the preference according to his judgements. A scale for ordering relative alternative normalization differences based on the DM preferences is developed.

Step 3. Comparison performed by the DM.
At this stage, a set ordered by descending advantages scores and supplemented with an ordered set of disadvantages based on ascending order of scores, is considered. A scale of normalized relative differences makes the basis of the DM questioning. As shown above, the conditions to offset (compensate) PBA disadvantages in pairs (beginning from the greatest one) by the advantages (also beginning from the greatest one) are stated.

Giving instructions and recommendations. In most cases, SNOD technique can be helpful for the DM in choosing the best alternative. However, there are cases where the alternatives turn out to be incomparable. Then the following information is provided to the DM by SNOD method:

- the best alternative with the highest score of normalized evaluations is specified.
• The DM is informed about another alternative similar to PBA, with the scoring of such alternatives given.
• The DM is prompted to enter some more criteria allowing to identify incomparable alternatives (according to this method).

In this case, the DM is allowed to make the final choice.

Checking the DM preference consistency. The procedure is performed by fixing (checking) all the comparisons made by the DM. In case of multiple alternatives cycles, the DM is prompted to look through pairwise comparisons for identifying the cases to be excluded from the cycle.

6. GAME THEORIES IN CONSTRUCTION INVESTMENT ANALYSIS

Mathematical models may be referred to classical optimization or multiple criterion decision problems, depending on major data, constraints or objective function. They can be solved for cases either of definite or indefinite information. According to game theory and under the condition of indefiniteness of the alternative selection the problem may be referred to one of the following types:

a) problems of stochastic indefiniteness – arbitrary conditions described in terms of statistical distribution.

b) problems of total indefiniteness – the probability of effects of random action and the environmental factors is unknown. A decision is made by comparing advantages and disadvantages of the potential variant under various environmental conditions.

In completely defined problems unreliability or deviations are not taken into account. The preliminary stated limiting conditions are satisfied by forced decisions, while the unfavourable initial data are corrected based on practical experience. In this way, admissible but often unfavourable decisions are made. The above problems are intended only for a theoretically ideal case.

The characteristics of implemented projects are different from those given in the initial variants. Many problems lack the essential data, while the provided data are incomplete or unreliable. When the uncertainty is caused by random factors defined by various statistical methods based on distribution laws, then we have the problems of stochastic indefiniteness (Zavadskas, Peldschus, Ustinovichius, 2003). When the laws governing the effects of environmental conditions and their probability are unknown, we get the conditions of total indefiniteness. Then decisions are made by considering the advantages and disadvantages of the potential alternatives in the context of varying environmental conditions (Peldschus, 1986). The problems of this type can usually be solved only by game theory approach.

If weights of attributes are unknown in a problem, it should be considered a problem to be solved under the conditions of uncertainty (indefiniteness). In this case, game theory approaches may be applied.

The structure of LEVI 3.0 technique and some methods of solving the problems. The technique and the computer program LEVI 3.0 offer various optimization methods to solving the problem under uncertainty conditions (Peldschus, Messing et al., 2002). Following the instructions given, it is possible to make an optimal choice from a set of available decisions.

LEVI 3.0 is based on the integration of various multicriteria methods. The structure of this approach is shown in Figure 6.

Determining normalization sensitivity. In the context of game theory approaches, the dimensionless attribute efficiency values should be used when solving the construction technology problems. The above values should express the relationship with respect to an optimal value, be independent of the matrix type and remain identical for the same relative difference in maximization and minimization problems.

In the approach described, the appropriate normalization procedures for solving maximization and minimization problems are used:

The particular normalization technique applied may affect decision making to some extent (Peldschus, 2001; Zavadskas, Peldschus, Ustinovichius, 2003). The dimensionless values used in applying matrix game theory to solve the problems of construction investments efficiency should satisfy the following requirements:

- they should express the relationship with an optimal value;
- they should be independent of the type of matrix;
- they should remain unchanged for maximization and minimization under the same per cent changes;
- optimal values can take any place in the matrix.

To meet the above requirements the formulas given below are suggested:

\[
b_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
\left( \frac{\min a_{ij}}{l \cdot a_{ij}} \right)^{1/3} & \text{if } \min a_{ij} \text{ is favourable} \\
\left( \frac{a_{ij}}{\max a_{ij}} \right)^{2/3} & \text{if } \max a_{ij} \text{ is favourable} 
\end{cases}
\]

(3)

here, a decision matrix is denoted by \(a_{ij}; i=1, m; j=1, n\).

Calculation of efficient strategies. The approach LEVI 3.0 is based on the following decision making principles and rules: simple mini-
max principle (Manteufel et al., 1977); extended minimax principle (Manteufel et al., 1977); Wald rule (Wald, 1945); Savage rule (Savage, 1951); Hurwicz rule (Hurwicz, 1951); Bernoulli – Laplace rule (Bernoulli, 1738); Bayes rule (Arrow, 1949); Hodges – Lehmann rule (Hodges, Lehmann, 1952).

7. A MATHEMATICAL METHOD OF DETERMINING INVESTMENT EFFICIENCY

In real estate sector, especially in construction or purchasing of commercial buildings, adequate valuation of market development and property management is of paramount importance. To ensure the reliability of the investment projects, which is closely associated with the appropriate research into the problems of market and property management and processing of the data obtained, it is necessary to define a set of criteria for the appropriate building selection. A comprehensive analysis of reliable market data is a most important factor for developing the construction investment projects as well as for the selection of property management project and the appropriate processing of attributes by various mathematical models (Ireland et al., 2002; Stasiulionis, Ustinovichius, 2003).

The rent and market price of the premises largely depend on the quality of the particular building. Buildings are divided into three groups (classes) according to construction quality: A, B and C.

The requirements for office buildings of the class A include air conditioners, modern lifts, large parking area, good communication lines, modern IT means, 24 hour guard, accessibility for transport and good visibility. B class office buildings are of sufficiently high quality, however, they may lack lifts, air conditioners or sufficient parking space. C class offices are of satisfactory quality, being located in old buildings. They often do not meet any of the requirements for A class buildings.

Analysis of office repair, initial pur-

chase and sale prices in the city of Vilnius.

On the basis of the calculations made, the table and cost graphs were drawn showing the dependence of estimated cost of 1 m² of total office area on the class of a commercial building (Ustinovichius, Podvezko, 2003). The graph is rather subjective, because cost estimation of building finishing is a complicated problem, associated with individual, often unique features of the particular buildings. Therefore, the costs are estimated in terms of the intervals separating the maximum and minimum costs. Further, cost level in graphs is represented as bars (not lines).

Cost analysis of office buildings. The cost of 1 m² office area in a repaired building depends on the grade (A, B, C) and largely on its location. The city area may be divided into zones of buildings practically of similar classes. However, there will be some differences between the buildings of the same class, depending on the location of a particular building. This is why costs of office area are represented in terms of intervals (separating the maximum and minimum cost prices).

Initial price of purchasing non-repaired offices. The price of such offices depends primarily on their location. A division of the city areas is similar to that used for sale price analysis.

Fundamental principles of mathematical modelling. Mathematical modelling can be used for determining the efficiency of the investment projects. A mathematical method offered by the author for evaluating the efficiency of investment in the commercial building purchase, repair and sale is given below. In developing this method much attention is paid to the accuracy of the initial data and investment risk analysis. Notations: k – class of building; k = 1, 2, 3 (k∈N); r – district No; P(k) – building sale price; Pmin(k), Pmax(k) – minimum and maximum price; Rmin(k), Rmax(k) – minimum and maximum repair cost (the initial purchase cost included); P̄(k), R̄(k) – average prices, respectively.

Based on the statistical data Pmin(k),
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\[ P_{\text{max}}(k), R_{\text{min}}(k), R_{\text{max}}(k), \text{ where } k = k_{\text{min}}, \]
\[ k_{\text{min}} + 1, \ldots, k_{\text{max}} \text{ (in our case, } k = 1, 2, 3) \text{ interpolation polynomials of } n = k_{\text{max}} - k_{\text{min}} \text{ degree (in our case, second order parable } n=3-1=2), \]
\[ \text{are obtained, which are written as } a_kx^n + a_{n-1}x^{n-1} + \ldots + a_1x + a_0 \text{ for all dependent} \]
\[ P_{\text{min}}(k), P_{\text{max}}(k), \bar{P}(k), \bar{R}(k), R_{\text{min}}(k), \]
\[ R_{\text{max}}(k), \text{ where variable } k \text{ is changing continuously, rather than discretely: } k_{\text{min}} \leq k \leq k_{\text{max}}. \]
\[ \text{This set is denoted by } K. \]

Determining zones of various investment risk exposure. Risk zones may be defined as risk – free, normal risk, high risk zones and a zone of losses. Their detailed analysis is given below.

Risk – free zone of investment. This is an area where the minimum sale price of premises \( P_{\text{min}}(k) \) is higher than the maximum price of repaired building \( R_{\text{max}}(k) \) (initial purchase price included), i.e. a set \( k \) of values \( K_+ \) satisfying this inequality, \( P_{\text{min}}(k) - R_{\text{max}}(k) > 0. \) This set may be empty \( \emptyset \) or representing a combination of separate interval sections from \( k \in [k_{\text{min}}, k_{\text{max}}]. \)

Normal risk zone of investment \( K_+: \) This is zone \( K_+ \), where average sale price \( \bar{P}(k) \) is higher than average repair price \( \bar{R}(k) \) (initial purchase cost included), except for risk – free investment zone \( K_- : \) \( K_- = K \setminus K_+ \).

High risk investment zone \( K_0 \) and zone of losses \( K_- \). These two zones may be defined simultaneously, or \( K_0 \) may be determined after \( K_- \).

Zone of investment losses \( K_- \) (if any) is a zone where the maximum sale price of premises \( P_{\text{max}}(k) \) is lower than the minimum repair cost (primary purchase price included) \( R_{\text{min}}. \)

Mathematical model of cost analysis of office repair, purchase and sale in Vilnius. Based on a correlation analysis of the data, major relationships were determined, which make a model for determining the value of repair purchase and sale of Vilnius office buildings.

Models for determining risk zones of investment in office buildings. A set of relationships obtained can be used for developing mathematical models for determining various types of investment risk zones (Table 1).

By applying the defined mathematical models, the graphs of distribution of various investment risk zones in Vilnius districts were plotted (graphs of individual districts are shown in (Ustinovichius, Podvezko, 2003).

8. CONCLUSIONS

1. A complex analysis of methods and techniques currently used by the researchers of various countries to determine the efficiency of investments was made. It was found that currently used methods have not a few drawbacks, therefore, their application can result in lower construction investment efficiency.

Table 1. Models for determining risk zones

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Model application</th>
<th>Model expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Risk - free investment zones</td>
<td>[ P_{\text{min}}(k) - R_{\text{max}}(k) \geq -1265.5 + 635.6k + 596.37r - 77.86k^2 - 82.18r^2 + 10.096k^3 + 4.3658r^3 ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Normal risk - zones</td>
<td>[ \bar{P}(k) - \bar{R}(k) = -734.44 + 553.04k + 721.84r - 291.49k^2 - 105.94r^2 + 5.418k^3 + 5.6829r^3 ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>High risk and losses zones</td>
<td>[ R_{\text{min}}(k) - P_{\text{max}}(k) \geq 836.13 - 788.28k - 847.3r + 544.05k^2 + 129.7r^2 - 0.74k^3 - 7r^3 ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Advantages and disadvantages of commonly used decision making methods were described and it was stated that the particular features of the above techniques should be assessed by applying them to actual problems of decision making. It was found that verbal methods could be most advantageously used for evaluating the efficiency of construction investments.

2. A classification of the construction investment projects and problems aimed at determining their efficiency was made. The subgroups of buildings allowing for the application of similar criteria for efficiency evaluation and preference ordering were determined. The stages of efficiency evaluation of construction investments were outlined. The overall efficiency of construction investments projects was determined on the basis of the efficiency evaluation results obtained at every stage.

3. A family of MADM methods to solve the problems of evaluating the efficiency of construction and reconstruction investment projects was created. The new developments include:

• A quantitative multicriteria approach MKDM1 to be used for determining investment efficiency based on precisely defined quantitative attributes was developed. A technique for determining aggregate weights of attributes was created within this approach. It can be used when a considerable difference between objective and subjective weights of attributes is observed. A method of pairwise comparison expertise for determining the preference of attribute weights was refined. This method provides an additional means of checking the concordance of experts’ judgements and the reliability of their evaluation. The iterative multicriteria decision approach suggested by the author yields more precise multicriteria evaluation, as well as providing generalized description of the results obtained by decision making methods and drawing the conclusions.

• ELECTRE III and ELECTRE IV techniques were implemented. They can be used to evaluate the efficiency of construction investment problems when the quantitative and qualitative criteria are described in terms of thresholds (preference, indifference and veto thresholds). It was found that ELECTRE IV technique based on a set of dominated criteria is most efficient in evaluating the financing strategies in construction. In determining the sitting strategy for commercial buildings a decision making technique ELECTRE III was found to be more efficient.

• A verbal approach SNOD (Scale of Normalized and Ordered Differences) was developed for determining the efficiency of construction and reconstruction projects. From psychological perspective, SNOD applies rather simple preference ordering procedures. The dialogue is based on every – day language familiar to the decision maker. Quantitative and qualitative criteria are used in the framework of this approach.

• A newly developed method LEVI 3.0 is based on a set of game theory principles (optimization criteria). The application of the suggested technique results in more reliable decision making.

4. A mathematical model to determine the efficiency of investment in commercial buildings (for purchasing, sale and repairs) was developed. Based on this model, the expected profit and risks of the project may be assessed. Initial data are given and analysed in terms of minimum and maximum intervals of values. This approach allows us to increase the accuracy of the results obtained and to evaluate project risks based on the developed risk zones classification determining the extent of risk exposure of the project considered.

5. Multicriteria decision support system to solve construction investment problems, allowing the comprehensive analysis of construction investment efficiency to be made is created.
The system includes a set of multicriteria decision methods, a mathematical model for evaluating construction investments and a synthesis method **DSS1** created by the author for selecting efficient building design, technological and organization projects.

- A synthesis approach **DSS1** to select optimal design, technological and organizational projects, providing the user with a set of preference orders of synthesized variants, was developed.
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